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Abstract- In present days, innovations are necessary conditions for enterprise sustainable development. Moreover 

marketing strategy is the crucial element of ensures diffusion of Innovation. The main objective of marketing strategy is 

to make right market plan byproper market analysis and segmentation with right product portfolio so that provide an 

organization an edge over it’s competitors and . This paper highlights the comprehensive role of marketing strategies for 

innovations. At the end we came to know that marketing analyse for marketing strategy enables enterprises to go beyond 

the solely understanding of customer needs, thus enabling them to develop unexpected innovations. Marketing strategies 

also help companies to overcome barriers, associated with innovation commercialization. At the same time innovations 

can be a trigger for new marketing methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, in this changing marketplace the economic growth in most of developed countries depends upon the 

innovative approach s and new technologies. According to McKinsey Global Survey [1], 84% of executives, say that 

innovations are extremely or very important to their company’s growth strategies. However as the result of 

vanishing market borders, market internationalization, shorter product life cycles and more sophisticated customer 

demands, innovation products and services must be commercialized in much shorter time frames, than before. The 

only possible solution to this dilemma is to develop effective marketing strategy, which is able at the shorter time 

frame to bring innovation to the market. The key characteristics of marketing strategy for innovations are: becoming 

market orientated, determining distinctive capabilities, matching customer’s value requirements to capabilities and 

achieving superior performance. Marketing strategies play dubious role for innovations. Firstly marketing analyze 

enables companies to look closer for the market demand and thus identify the customer desirable products and 

services. At the same time such factor as demand together with openness, public research, and entrepreneurship, 

access to finance, competition and skills is one of the main sources for innovations. The analysis of demand can 

bring interesting insights about consumer preferences, market features and market trends. This information can be 

taken in consideration while developing the innovations. Here we can state, that during the process of doing 

marketing analysis for marketing strategies unexpected innovations can appear. Secondly, well developed marketing 

strategies enable companies to overcome market barriers associated with innovations. Innovations are characterized 

as unexpected random events which are not always immediately accepted by customers, even if they show higher 

superior performance. This paper consists marketing analysis regarding development of innovations then we will 

look closer to the main barriers, which constraint innovation commercialization and finally we will stress the impact 

of innovations for innovative marketing methods. 

 

II. MARKET ORIENTATION, AS A PREREQUISITE FOR INNOVATION CREATION 

Nowadays, competitions are getting tighter, so creativity and innovation is needed to adapt on the environmental 

changes. Development of continuous innovation requires adequate resources, in the field of human resources, 

finance and technology. Market orientation is comprehensive function of marketing department, which also has a 

positive impact on firm’s performance] Market orientation consists of three main elements: consumer, competitor 

and interfunctional orientation.All three elements are important for collecting market relevant information and thus 

are the prerequisites for innovation creation. The following fig show relationship between market orientation 

,innovation and performance.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Market orientation – innovation – performance relationship 
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III. INNOVATION COMMERCIALIZATION. BARRIERS AND SOLUTION 

The process of innovation commercialization is characterized as long and resource consuming processes with the 

high risk of final customer rejection. The time of innovation adoption depends directly on the extent of customer 

resistance to purchase innovation. Until customer is not fully aware of all advantageous and disadvantageous of 

certain innovation he will be not ready to purchase it. The development of successful marketing strategy for 

innovation products and services requires identification and overcoming of all aforementioned barriers. However the 

important aspect is also to identify the time of innovation adoption by customers. Innovations have a propensity to 

appear unexpectedly, randomly and not always at right time. Innovation barriers however vary between different 

social and cultural groups. For the development of marketing strategies for innovations it also important to identify 

which customers will be willing to purchase innovation earlier than other and which later. This right identification of 

such customer groups is the precondition for the efficient marketing segmentation for innovations 

 

Table 1. Classification of environmental forces, functional and psychological barriers of innovation adoption* 

Type of Barrier Explanation Example 

Environmental forces barriers: 

 

Political barrier 

Emerges as the result of government 

regulations, internationalagreements, 

political situation 

Decision of Ukrainian government about 

the direction of political development in 

2013 

(EU versus custom union) 

 

Economic barrier 

Macroeconomic factors (inflation, 

unemployment, exchange rate, business 

activity), specific factors of country 

innovativeness 

 

General decrease of world business activity 

in 2008-2009 

Behavioral barrier Administrative and managerial styles, 

personal attitude to changes 

Company inclination to pay dividends or to 

invest into commercialization of 

innovations 

Social barrier Cultural features, social inequality Inclination of some/specific social groups 

to 

accept innovations 

 

Technological 

barrier 

Technological ability to provide mass 

production of inventions 

Most of scientific results Ukrainian 

scientist technically cannot be implemented 

by 

Ukrainian companies 

Functional barriers: 

 

Usage barrier 

Appears because of the incompatibility of 

innovation with the already existing 

customer’s workflows, practices or habits. 

Steam engine, automotive industry, 

airspace technologies, web shopping 

 

Value barrier 

Associated with the lower value of 

innovation in comparison to other existing 

products or services 

Automatic teller machine (ATM), first PC, 

almost all “green technologies” 

Risk barrier Associated with a certain financial, 

physical 

or psychological risk of innovation 

First innovations in automotive industries, 

video cameras, genetic food 

Psychological barriers: 

Traditional barrier Associated with the cultural change, 

which 

can be created by innovation 

Social networks, certain popular food and 

drinks 

 

Image barrier 

Associated with unwillingness to adopt 

innovation, because of the negative 

image, which is linked to it 

Medicines or machine equipment from not 

developed countries 

Loyalty barrier Associated with customer unacceptance of 

product changes 

Customer habit to use things for certain 

purposes 
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Table 2. Classification of marketing strategies for innovations* 

Marketing 

Strategy 

Source of Barrier 

Product strategy Communication 

Strategy 

Pricing Strategy Market Strategy Coping Strategy 

Environmental 

forces barriers 

 Companytransparen

cy about its 

manufacturing 

facilities 

  Respect country 

ecological norms 

 

Usage Barrier 

Develop a system 

perspective 

(packaging).Integrate 

innovationwith 

preceding activity 

  Mandate usage  

Value Barrier Improve product 

performance and 

positioning 

 Reduce price by 

lowering costs 

  

Risk Barrier Use a well known 

brand name 

Elicit endorsements 

and testimonials 

 Increase market 

exposure. 

Facilitate trial 

 

Tradition 

Barrier 

 Educatecustomers. 

Use changeagents 

  Understand and 

respect traditions 

Image 

Barrier 

Borrow a good brand 

(image) 

Create a positive 

image of innovation 

   

 

IV. NEW WAYS OF MARKETING. MARKETING INNOVATIONS 

While introducing new products and services, companies usually face with a need to develop innovative marketing 

methods. The challenges of nowadays marketing, such as: globalization, oversaturated markets,interchangeable and 

diverse services force business to make a choice, either to put more efforts and use already existing marketing 

instruments, which will result in lower output or to use innovation marketing strategies in the light of recent 

environmental problms a lot of companies and organisations proclaimed their intenshions to move towards 

sustainability. To promote sustainability they started to develop innovative marketing approaches which resulted 

into innovative ways of marketing such as elaborating of firm's sustainability reports, distribution of products and 

services through more eco - oriented distributors. 

As a result of marketing strategies for innovations and innovation strategy the requirements for market tools were 

elaborated : 

1. Coverage of large no of consumers. 

2. Speedy and timely dissemination of information about innovation. 

3. Provision of feebac 

4. Easiness of understanding advantages of innovations for the customers. 

 

V. CONCLUSION: 

From above we can say that innovations play  an important role  for acquiring stability and higher competitive 

advantages for companies now a days. But on the other side innovations are associated with the high consumer 

barriers. We can conclude that marketing strategies enables companies to gain a certain kind of market intelligence 

and to identify consumer group which are billing to buy innovation first and these strategies also enable companies 

to overcome customers barriers associated with innovations finally we can say that latest marketing trends and 

advancing of information technology gave rise to non traditional marketing methods and strategies.  
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